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Sexualized Objects in D.H.
Lawrence’s Short Fiction: Eros and
Thanatos
Stéphane Sitayeb
1 While the sibylline conclusive lines typical of D.H. Lawrence’s short stories and novellas
leave many readers with the same baffled look that involves second readings and new
interrogations, the emphasizing of a particular object in the titles (“The Thimble,” “The
White Stocking,” “A Fragment of Stained Glass,” etc.) opens a new figurative level of
reading and underpins a symbolical interpretation of material items. In addition to his
theoretical writings on the soul, Lawrence’s fiction stages the agones of both male and
female characters consumed by intensely desired objects, ranging from Hannele’s little
manikin of Alexander (The Captain’s Doll, 1923), which reifies her passionate instincts of
sexuality and procreation, to the ominous thimble of the eponymous short story (“The
Thimble,” 1915). Condemning not only the Great War but more essentially the British
consumerist  impulse that followed it,  interpreted as a need to turn to the material
rather  than  the  organic,  the  Modernist  author  resolved  to  awaken his  readers’
spirituality  by  inducing  a  shock  therapy  paradoxically  based  on  physicality,  with
explicit references to sexualized items and licentious tendencies.  If  most of the few
paintings  that  he  drew  displayed  phalluses, as  he  confessed  to  a  friend,  Lawrence
nevertheless perceived the erected penis as a mystical and thus spiritual element: 
I put a phallus . . . in each one of my pictures somewhere. And I paint no picture
that  won’t  shock  people’s  castrated  social  spirituality.  I  do  this out  of  positive
belief, that the phallus is a great sacred image: it represents a deep, deep life which
has been denied in us, and is still denied. (Letters 54) 
2 In his paintings and stories, phalluses are either manifest or represented obliquely by
the verticality of objects and natural elements, trees and human or animal shapes in
particular.  Lacanian  readings  of  Lawrence  have  fathomed  the  hidden  meanings  of
phallic objects in his fiction, both short and long (see Ruderman):  the rifle and the
kettle in The Fox both express the close firends’ desire for their male guest, while the
great glacier of The Captain’s Doll symbolizes men’s domineering ambitions. The objects
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of D.H. Lawrence’s short fiction composed during and after World War I (1914-1929) are
not only humanized but endowed with a magnetic, often sexual energy that alters the
feelings of their owners, either as life or death drives. While several eroticized trinkets
feed  the  characters’  life  instincts,  as  is  Mrs  Whiston’s  stocking  standing  for  her
adulterous desires (“The White Stocking,” 1914), many objects like the thimble elicit
self-destructive  impulses  on  Lawrence’s  protagonists,  often  affected  by  a  nihilistic
mindset.  What  may  furthermore  lack  in  current  Lawrencian  studies  involves  the
polarity of objects of desire in their psychosocial interaction with humans: as both Eros
and Thanatos crystallized the desires and fears of a post-war generation, in a release of
tension through a sexualization of objects, the duality of objects of desire staged by
Lawrence involves a reflection on whether these led, as mediators, to self-fulfilment,
self-destruction or both. In “A Lacanian of D.H. Lawrence: The Internal Travel Towards
Jouissance,” Juliette Feyel notes the coexistence between the two drives: 
Lawrence’s  oeuvre  demonstrates  a  more  complex  connection  between Eros  and
Thanatos. Eros is related to life, but from a certain point of view—the one of mystics
—it does not necessarily contrast with Thanatos. 
3 After posing such a coevality, it is necessary to wonder for what purpose Lawrence’s
humanization of fictitious objects conceals the mind’s ability to reconstruct both space,
time and human relationships, and how objects (desired when material and desiring
when  subjects)  stimulate  at  once  procreation  and  destruction,  creativity  and
annihilation. First, the libido and physicality of objects of desire convey overtly sexual
overtones  according  to  the  Eros-Thanatos  double  tropism.  On  a  more  social  level
Lawrence’s  love  triangles  trigger  mimesis  mechanisms  wherein  objects  of  desire
become subjects of desire and vice versa. Last, his narrators’ criticism of the inter-war
consumerism and commodity culture theorizes an equation between material gains and
spiritual losses.
*
4 In his essay Pornography and Obscenity (1929), concerned with deviant and barren sexual
practices, notably autosexual activities, D.H. Lawrence devoted a whole pamphlet to the
dangers of a growing practice, onanism:
In masturbation there is nothing but loss. There is no reciprocity. There is merely
the spending away of a certain force, and no return. The body remains, in a sense, a
corpse, after the act of self-abuse. There is no change, only deadening. There is
what we call dead loss. And this is not the case in any act of sexual intercourse
between two people. (245)
5 Lawrence was born in and nurtured by the fin-de-siècle era, when the first sexologists
and the socio-medical discourses warned the late Victorian society of the degeneration
that threatened the population and that was fueled by the so-called “decadent” texts
(Nordau  14).  Although young  Lawrence  was  sensitive  to  the  aesthetic  virtuosity  of
Aestheticism and Decadence, he was more critical of the ethical nihilism of the turn-of-
the-century philosophy. In his Psychopathia Sexualis (1886), Austro-German psychiatrist
Richard von Krafft-Ebing classified several types of “paraesthesias” (56)—now called
paraphilias,  abnormal  sexual  desires  often  involving  specific  objects.  Krafft-Ebing’s
medical  research thus  paved the way for  new props  for  sexual  arousal.  Lithophilia
involves  stones  in  the  accomplishment  of  the  sexual  act;  agalmatophilia,  puppets;
dendrophilia, trees; katoptronophilia, mirrors; coprophilia, feces, etc. Other paraphilias
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include elements that are not necessarily material objects but still abnormal sources of
arousal that become objects of desire: fetishism, in Krafft-Ebing’s terminology, refers to
the  sexual  attraction  to  specific  body  parts  or  body-related  particulars  such  as
“despoiling of hair, robbery or theft of female linens, handkerchiefs, aprons, shoes or
silks” (401), but also feet and other limbs. While homosexuality was perceived as the
most  widespread  “nervous  inversion”  (428),  objects  like  the  electric  vibrator  were
invented  and  first  used  in  the  Salpêtrière  in  1878,  not  only  for  the  treatment  of
neuralgia, neurasthenia and constipation but also for genital stimulation. In his short
stories, Lawrence studied the consequences of such affective transfers and projections
onto  objects  of  desire.  In  The  Captain’s  Doll  (1923),  Hannele  shapes  a  puppet  that
embodies the man she loves with extraordinary resemblance:
“Another puppet! Ha—ha—ha! Him! It is him! No—no—that is too beautiful! No—that
is too beautiful, Hannele. It is him—exactly him. . . . Exactly him. Just as finished as
he is. Just as complete. He is just like that: finished off.” . . . It was a perfect portrait
of an officer of a Scottish regiment. . . .
Seeing “himself,” the Captain says: 
“You’ve got me.” (75-76)
6 The  Captain’s  material  alter  ego involves  in  both  dialogues  and  narration  a  double
entendre that is maintained throughout the story as Hannele keeps toying with her
doll:
.  .  .  in  her  hands  a  doll,  or  mannikin,  which  she  was  dressing.  She  was  doing
something to the knee of the mannikin, so that the poor little gentleman flourished
head downwards with arms wildly tossed out. And it was not at all seemly, because
the doll was a Scotch soldier in tight-fitting tartan trews. (75)
7 To  express  this  affective  transfer,  Hannele  being  frequently  more  attached  to  the
material simulacrum than to its human original model, Lawrence uses pathetic fallacy,
conferring human attributes to objects as the beloved man is objectified and the puppet
humanized:
He [the Captain] sat gazing with curious, bright, dark, unseeing eyes at the doll
which he held by one arm. . . . His smile was almost a gargoyle smile, a strange,
lurking, changeless-seeming grin. . . . his face was like a mask, with strange, deep-
graven lines . . . and a fixed look. (81)
8 The interchangeability between subject and object is conveyed by an inversion of the
invariable principles governing mechanic and organic matter. Animated with a desire
of love and passion, the puppet looks more human than the Captain, whose distant,
cold  attitude towards  Hannele  accounts  for  her  conception of  him as  a  marmoreal
element (“a gargoyle”) in several passages in internal focalization. Whether human or
non-human, someone or something appears under the sign of fixity and immutability
when not invested with desire, and vice versa. Hannele’s penchants correspond to two
paraphilias investigated by fin-de-siècle sexologists and Decadent texts,  as she is  not
only attracted to a doll,  but to a creation that is  her own: the sexual  attraction to
puppets is called agalmatophilia, a sub-category of fetishism (from the Greek άγαλμα, 
agalma, “statue,” and φιλία, philia, “love”), and then, her love for her own created object
pertains to pygmalionism, a term derived from the myth of Pygmalion. Such practices
had already been suggested by Oscar Wilde, through Basil Hallward’s attraction to his
own portrait of Dorian Gray, and defined by French novelist Joris-Karl Huysmans as “a
sexual relation with one’s own creation . . . a privilege of artists, a vice limited to the
elected ones and inaccessible to the mass” (178, 180, my translation).1 Associating such
objects  of  desire  to  Thanatos,  Lawrence  gave  his  story  an  anti-idealist  ending  and
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highlighted  not  so  much  the  ethical  and  didactic  overtones  of  his  novella  as  the
realistic psychosocial effects of the Great War on male soldiers and female civilians. As
the Captain proposes to Hannele nothing but an extra-marital relationship, the doll
remains a second-best object of desire reflecting a post-war feeling of despondency and
faithlessness. 
9 As Nature  and its  elements  become objects  of  desire,  life  (not  death)  impulses  are
infused into human beings, leading to an invigoration of the self. In Lawrence’s short
story “Sun” (The Woman who Rode Away and Other Stories,  1928), Juliet experiences an
anthropomorphic  type  of  sexuality,  namely,  with  non-human  realms,  in  that  case
vegetal elements which become objects of satisfaction:
. . . the sun lifted himself molten and sparkling, naked over the sea’s rim. Juliet lay
in her bed and watched him rise. . . . She had never seen the naked sun stand up
pure upon the sea-line. And he was full and naked. And she wanted to come to him.
She wanted to have intercourse with the sun. . . .
At last, at last her breasts were like long white grapes in the hot sun. She slid off all
her clothes and lay naked in the sun . . . the sun! He faced down to her with his look
of blue fire, and enveloped her breasts and her face, her throat, her tired belly, her
knees, her thighs and her feet. She could feel the sun penetrating even into her
bones; nay, farther, even into her emotions and her thoughts. (Complete Short Stories
467-68) 
10 Expressed by a personification of the sun through visual and tactile sensations, Juliet’s
mystic  sexuality  furthermore  involves  a  poetic  prose  animated  by  alliterative  and
assonantal doublets, together with harmonious rhythmic variations, notably vigorous
anaphoric iambs (“at last, at last,” “the sun, the sun”). Oscillating between implicit and
explicit references to a sexual intercourse with the solar element (hence the double
meaning  of  the  verbs  “come”  and  “penetrate”),  the  passage  confirms  Lawrence’s
conception of  Nature  as  a  macrocosm incorporating man,  one  its  microcosms.  The
lyricism of  such stories  where  the  characters’  life  impulses  are  fulfilled  by  natural
elements therefore contrasts with the author’s more realistic and clinical style typical
of his fiction investigating artificial objects of desire. The relationship between women
and objects is particularly relevant in that regard, since unlike Juliet who, in “Sun,”
makes the experience of  individuality and independence through natural  objects of
desire, the female protagonist of “The Thimble” (later developed into a novella entitled
The Ladybird, published in 1922) waits for her maimed husband from the war alone and
at home, thus remaining dependent on the symbolical fruitlessness of the eponymous
object, depicted through its beauty and belonging to the sphere of materiality. While
the thimble has been viewed as a symbol of “unfulfilled sexual desire” (Iwai 14), Mrs.
Hepburn’s fiddling as she puts her fingers inside the object’s hole has been interpreted
as “symbolic masturbation” (Ruderman 76):
She touched again. It was something hard and rough. The fingers began to ply upon
it. . . . she put the thimble on her middle finger, and continued to rub it with her
handkerchief. (Lawrence, “The Thimble,” Complete Short Stories 262-63)
11 As the beauty of the gold-tarnished and diamond thimble, what is more, contrasts with
the husband’s disfigured face, the hermeneutic ambivalence elicited by the story’s end,
received either  as  pessimistic  or  optimistic—whether  it  foreshadows a  divorce or  a
marital reunion is ambiguous—originates from Lawrence’s contempt for conventional
romances as well as his dual perception of the war, which he deemed to constitute both
a great evil and a necessary purgation for the British society. Sending a manuscript of
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his story to English writer and editor Cynthia Asquith, he joined the following comment
upon the diegesis of “The Thimble”:
This is the story: I don’t know what you’ll think of it. The fact of resurrection, in
this life, is all in all to me now . . . . The fact of resurrection is everything, now:
whether we dead can rise from the dead, and love, and live, in a new life, here.
(Letters 420)
12 The modality  of  his  discourse  confirms Lawrence’s  view that  social  resurrection in
Britain was only potential, hence the choice of an ornate thimble, an object pertaining
to social superficiality and self-display lacking the spiritual essence required for a new
genesis. When retrieved or rejuvenated through natural objects of desire, conversely,
the post-industrialized and post-war landscape of England offers an ideal projection for
the assertion of womanhood. D.H. Lawrence is not only renowned for his exploration of
mesmerizing objects but also for his complex love triangles where the notion of desire
in relation with objects,  human or  material,  acquires  a  deeper level  of  scrutiny,  in
particular owing to the determinism that it involves.
**
13 The experimental facet of Lawrence’s stories originates from his fascination for the
mind’s mysteries and irrational postures, a subject to which he dedicated two essays:
Psychoanalysis and the Unconscious (1921) and Fantasia of the Unconscious (1922). Lawrence
studied  the  escalation  of  desire  for  both  objects  and  subjects  in  the  presence  of
imitation  and  rivalry  patterns.  His  characters  show  men’s  predisposition  to  desire
mimetically,  namely,  through  the  ancient  category  of  mimesis,  first  in  terms  of
interpersonal  relationships.  René  Girard’s  mimesis  theory  is  not  only  grounded  in
religion,  with,  as  an  illustration,  “the  Christian’s  imitation  of  Christ”  (2),  but  also
applied to intersubjective interactions, as the famous example of Don Quixote shows:
Don Quixote surrendered to Amadis the individual’s fundamental prerogative: he
no longer chooses the object of his own desire—Amadis must choose for him. The
disciple  pursues  objects  which  are  determined  for  him,  or  at  least  seem  to  be
determined for  him,  by  the  model  of  all  chivalry.  We shall  call  this  model  the
mediator of desire. Chivalric existence is the imitation of Amadis in the same sense
that the Christian’s existence is the imitation of Christ. (1-2)
14 By  studying  the  entanglements  of  irrational  desire,  Lawrence  highlighted  the
etymological origins of the substantive (de sidere, “from the stars”), which accounts for
the inner conflicts where the unattainable or already possessed object becomes the
only object of desire of his characters oppressed by one addictive want. One classic
illustration is orchestrated in The Fox, as Banford and March, who are two close friends
at the Bailey Farm and inherently rivals, share their home with one young man, Henry.
As she assimilates Henry to the fox they strive to kill, March’s fascination for the man
(“she was already under the influence of his strange, soft, modulated voice, stared at
him spellbound” [14]) is quickly transferred onto her friend, who invites him to live
with them at the farm: “‘I’d say you could stay here, only—’ Banford began” (19). As
March endorses the mediating role of Amadis in Girard’s example, her housemate is
indirectly  comparable  to  Don Quixote,  being  affected  by  a  form of  determinism of
desire arbitrated by March’s dispositions and preferences. The dialogue that follows
Henry’s  announcement  of  his  potential  wedding  with  March  underscores  a  double
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feeling of jealousy on behalf of Banford, susceptible to lose both suitor and friend while
increasing her desire for them:
“Nellie and I are going to be married.”
Banford put down her knife out of her thin, delicate fingers, as if she would never
take it up to eat any more. She stared with blank, reddened eyes. (34)
15 Lawrence connected what René Girard sought to distinguish: need, or appetite, and,
conversely, desire, a more cultural phenomenon involving other human beings. When
Banford’s  mimetic  desire  is  activated,  her  needs  are  equally  affected.  By  secluding
Banford, the intimacy and secrecy shared by her two antagonists intensify her desire
and nourish the story’s love and hatred triangle. The two female friends thus enter
what  Girard  called  “mimetic  rivalry” (18),  when  two  competitive  objects  develop
conflict relationships for a mediator as a result of an imitation pattern. The narrator
uses a specific colour, red, to describe Banford’s eyes, as it both stands for a vivid desire
and  the  suffering  associated  to  passion.  The  adjective  “reddened”  previously
mentioned  is  once  more  summoned,  still  applied  to  vision,  one  of  the  most  acute
cognitive receptacles for desire:
They [March and Henry] went indoors. And in the sitting-room, there, crouched by
the fire like a queer little witch, was Banford. She looked round with reddened eyes
as they entered, but did not rise.  He thought she looked frightening, unnatural,
crouching there and looking round at them. Evil he thought her look was, and he
crossed his fingers.
Banford saw the ruddy, elate face on the youth: he seemed strangely tall and bright
and looming. And March had a delicate look on her face; she wanted to hide her
face, to screen it, to let it not be seen.
“You’ve come at last,” said Banford uglily.
“Yes, we’ve come,” said he. (55)
16 Resting on the idea of a tacit revelation made by March to her friend and rival, with a
contradictory feeling of guilt and satisfaction, the double entendre implied by the verb
“come” allows Lawrence to show the extent to which rivalry entails dissimulation and
alienation patterns even in the closest milieus, whether class circles or friendships close
to sisterhood. Lawrence’s love triangle is therefore assimilated to a vicious one as Eros
inevitably calls for Thanatos.
17 Other triangles constructed by D.H. Lawrence are not only composed of human objects
of desire but also include material items sexualized to express an unsatisfied ambition
such  as  an  impossible  sexual  act.  These  are  more  precisely  called  “split-object
triangles,” when one splits one’s love into two love-objects, most commonly because
the third intrusive party acts as a lighthouse, showing all the qualities that are missing
with husband or wife. In the absence of Elsie’s secret lover in “The White Stocking”
(1914), the eponymous object acts as a reminder of a passionate adulterous dance and a
catalyst reactivating the ecstasy of forbidden desire. In the presence of the object, Elsie
is invested with a sexual energy, even away from her lover: 
. . . she came down in her white stockings. . . . And she began to dance slowly round
the room, kicking up her feet half reckless, half jeering, in a ballet-dancer’s fashion.
Almost fearfully, yet in defiance, she kicked up her legs at [her husband], singing as
she did so. She resented him. . . .
“I shan’t backfire them stockings,” she sang, repeating his words, “I shan’t, I shan’t,
I shan’t.” (Complete Short Stories 231)
18 In this  excerpt  where music  replaces language while  the human object  of  desire  is
supplanted by a material  one,  Elsie’s  hysteria is  aroused by a process of  possession
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through the act of object-offering. In addition to the stocking, the secret lover indeed
sends Elsie other valentines, therefore dressing her with clothes and jewellery like a
doll, as the poeticized axiomatic formulation confirms:
Pearls may be fair, but thou art fairer. 
Wear these for me, and I’ll love the wearer. (222)
19 Krafft-Ebing  devoted  a  whole  chapter  on  “desire  of adornment”  (16-22)  in  sexual
arousal,  studying the energy animating the desired objects having contact with the
flesh  and  being  therefore  animated  with  “hysterical  passion”  (19).  Every  object  of
desire is animated by a spell whose genesis is shown with the white stocking through
tactile impressions. Despite her husband’s death threats, the wife refuses to destroy her
objects,  which appear to be vital to her mental stability. Such jewels have a double
function:  a  symbolical  representation  of  unsatisfied  adulterous  love  and  a  social
element giving access to a higher class. Underlining the social origin of the triangle,
Lawrence engages in a criticism of a growing post-war mindset inside the middle class
based on vanity and superficiality:
He had been very proud of herself, in her close-fitting, fullskirted dress of blue silk.
Whiston called for her. Then she tripped beside him, holding her large cashmere
shawl  across  her  breast.  He  strode  with  long  strides,  his  trousers  handsomely
strapped under his boots, and her silk shoes bulging the pockets of his full-skirted
overcoat. (Lawrence, “The White Stocking,” Complete Short Stories 228)
20 The bodies of Elsie and her secret lover become two objects of desire once animated by
a physical form of magnetism that occurs after the exchange of material objects (the
stocking and handkerchief). The protagonist’s physicality is detached from her spirit
when, in a passionate dance, she and her partner mutually control the body of the
other:
That dance was an intoxication to her. After the first few steps, she felt herself
slipping away from herself. She almost knew she was going, she did not even want
to go. Yet she must have chosen to go. She lay in the arm of the steady, close man
with whom she was dancing, and she seemed to swim away out of contact with the
room, into him. She had passed into another, denser element of him, an essential
privacy. (226)
21 Though the cosmic dance assimilates each body and soul to spiritually higher objects
composed of atoms (“another, denser element”), feelings and magnetism interacting in
mutual  accord,  material  objects  nonetheless constitute the whole foundation of  the
triangle, which is broken once the transfer object is lost or destroyed. Objects are a
form of possession for the buyer, which is proven at the end of the story, when the
husband  sends  all  the  items  back  to  the  owner  and  the  adulterous  desire  is
extinguished:
He tied the things up and addressed them to Sam Adams. . . . as she lay against his
shoulder, she sobbed aloud: “I never meant—” “My love—my little love—” he cried,
in anguish of spirit, holding her in his arms. (233-34)
22 Directly  or  indirectly  sexualized,  objects  became  identity-shaping  agents  in  the
consumerist society of the inter-war period as the commodity culture operated a shift
from life to death drives, notably through collecting impulses.
***
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23 In his short story “Things,” published in Love Among the Haystacks and other Stories in
1930, D.H. Lawrence analyzed the mindset of the increasing number of collectors in the
post-war  period,  in  particular  their  regression  from  an  addictive  feeling  of  self-
satisfaction to  an isolating state  of  powerlessness.  Through their  syllogomania—the
pathological need to acquire and hoard objects, also called compulsive hoarding—the
couple of the story indirectly socializes and sexualizes the various objects that they
have purchased to decorate their home by replacing their usual libido sexualis with a
libido oeconomicus, thus linking Eros to Thanatos. Owning or consuming objects procures
an immediate and transient feeling of satisfaction verging on ecstasy (“When people
came, and were thrilled by the Melville interior, then Valerie and Erasmus felt they had
not lived in vain” [“Things,” Complete Short Stories 645]) which is nonetheless quickly
replaced by an impression of void when their desire for objects becomes insatiable:
“Your furniture is eating up your income, and you are living like rats in a hole, with
nowhere to go to. . . . And America for twelve years had been their anathema, the
Sodom and Gomorrah of industrial materialism.” (643)
24 Lawrence’s critical approach towards object-owning in the inter-war period drew some
similar conclusions to the ones established by the poststructuralist philosophers of the
1960s, who studied the desired objects’ double tropism through the libido with which
items, props and trinkets are invested:
Subjects  and objects  are  connected,  and in  this  collusion objects  take  a  certain
density, an affective value that we have agreed to call their “presence” . . . . It is the
anthropomorphism of objects which become immortal gods. (Baudrillard 16)
25 Baudrillard’s  main three  arguments  to  account  for  men’s  attraction to  trinkets  are
staged  in  Lawrence’s  short  story.  Both  philosopher  and  author  highlighted  1)  the
escapist  function  of  objects  of  desire,  since  they  represent  a  spatial  and  temporal
vehicle transporting their owners into the past of various regions and cultures; 2) the
feeling of conquest through the act of collecting, as the collector becomes conqueror;
and  3)  the  access  to  higher  social  classes,  a  pose  that  D.H.  Lawrence  evokes  with
satirical overtones through the detached heterodiegetic narrator of “Things”: 
They were in their little house with that woe-begone débris of Europe—Bologna
cupboard, Venice book-shelves, Ravenna bishop’s chair, Louis Quinze side-tables,
“Chartres” curtains, Siena bronze lamps, . .  .  all looked very impressive; and the
idealists had had a bunch of gaping people in, and Erasmus had showed off in his
best European manner. (Complete Short Stories 647)
26 Far from attractive to the reader, the couple’s bric-à-brac is presented as an overload of
useless  items  due  to  an  accumulation  where  all  the  objects  are  juxtaposed  in  a
concatenation of long compound substantives preceded by adjectives evoking several
national origins with little coherence. Just as every decorative item is deprived of real
functionality, the words to name them also consist of mere signifiers for the reader,
which  confirms  Baudrillard’s  idea  that  the  difference  between  simple  objects  and
objects  of  desire  lies  in  “the  object’s  detachment  from  its  functional,  experienced
reality” (18): 
Every object thus has two functions—to be put to use and to be possessed. The first
involves the field of the world's practical totalization by the subject, the second an
abstract totalization of the subject undertaken by the subject himself outside the
world. These two functions stand in inverse ratio to each other. (Baudrillard 86) 
27 Baudrillard’s  binary  terminology  (“practical”  v.  “abstract”)  refers  to  a  shift  in  the
object’s essence, namely, when it becomes an end in itself and no longer a means:
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The  surpassing  of  the  function-object  leads  to  an  abstraction  of  power  or  the
submissive show of the owner’s power . . . Automatism amounts to a closing-off, to a
sort of functional self-sufficiency which exiles man to the irresponsibility of a mere
spectator. (110)
28 Although Lawrence’s ideology in “Things” is comparable to Baudrillard’s, the former
interpreted the phenomenon as  collective,  not  personal,  warning his  contemporary
readers against the loss of identity resulting from the vain desire for objects, which he
perceived as a post-traumatic stigma of a World War One: 
“Things”  are  all  very  well  to  look  at,  but  it’s  awful  handling  them,  even when
they’re beautiful.  To be the slave of hideous things, to keep a stove going, cook
meals, wash dishes, carry water, and clean floors: pure horror of sordid anti-life!
(Lawrence, “Things,” Complete Short Stories 641)
29 Lawrence’s criticism is enhanced by the use of several spondees in his prose to evoke
activities  deemed  tyrannical  (“cook  meals,  wash  dishes”).  Despite  the  reassuring
control strategy that objects of desire offer once possessed in the story, the couple has
no  children  and  transposes  their  fatherly  and  motherly  love  onto  their  objects  by
taking  great  care  of  them.  Objects  become an alternative  form of  procreation that
Baudrillard perceived as a counter-Genesis pattern:
Men are linked to their ambient objects with the same visceral intimacy that they
have with their own bodies . . . Consumerism is the questioning of the very idea of a
Genesis . . . a practical computation and conceptualisation . . ., the idea of a world
not  given  but  produced—mastered,  manipulated,  classified  and  controlled,
acquired. (189)
30 In “Things,” the fertile homo natura similarly becomes a barren homo oeconomicus, and
the owning person becomes a person owned by their objects: “Valerie would never part
from the “things” which she and Erasmus had collected with such passion. To these she
was  nailed”  (644).  The  wife  is  “nailed,”  indicating  that  the  couple  follow  Christ’s
passion from the first stage (veneration) to the last (in a form of symbolic crucifixion),
but with few hopes for resurrection and no useful oblation. Identity-shaping and class-
reflecting objects first soothe the owner but quickly isolate them, and in “Things,” the
couple’s  loss  of  identity  is  confirmed  by  the  total  absence,  in  their  bric-à-brac,  of
mirrors.  Non-English  objects  (African  craft,  Italian  furniture,  etc.)  become  fetishes
whose  escapist  function dwells  in  the  need to  replace  post-Victorian idealism by a
longing to acquire a new culture. 
*
31 The two-way process wherein the desiring mind reshapes material and human objects
while objects fulfil or disorient the mind is the crucible that allows Lawrence’s short
fiction not only to illustrate but complement his theoretical writings. While conferring
a more realistic and profound exploration to his love triangles and libidinized objects,
his artistic use of internal focalization and dialogues demonstrates that the purpose of
all  objects  of  desire  often  constitutes  the  accomplishment  of  the  self  regardless  of
otherness, as is suggested in his essay Fantasia and the Unconscious (1922):
And what is this other, greater impulse? It is the desire of the human male to build
a world: not “to build a world for you, dear”; but to build up out of his own self and
his  own belief  and  his  own effort  something  wonderful.  Not  merely  something
useful. Something wonderful. Even the Panama Canal would never have been built
simply to let ships through. It is the pure disinterested craving of the human male
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to make something wonderful, out of his own head and his own self, and his own
soul’s faith and delight, which starts everything going. This is the prime motivity.
And the motivity of sex is subsidiary to this: often directly antagonistic. (3)
32 It is not only the collision of the self’s objects of desire with others’ that accounts for
their double polarity but also the determinism of class and historical contexts. Mimetic
desire is only one of the many dissimulation patterns that regulate the mind’s desiring
disposition as cryptic and secret objects crystallize and reify hidden aspirations.  By
making  other  subjects  objects  of  desire,  Lawrence’s  characters  show  the  risks  of
mimesis  while  placing  the  self  as  a  potential  social  threat,  thus  adumbrating  René
Girard’s  scapegoat  and  violence  mechanisms  where  the  victim’s  annihilation  is  a
prerequisite to individual and social harmony. As the decorative function of the trinket
is frequently distorted to the benefit of a sexual symbolism, the erotic use of curios and
antiques is not gender- or class-limited but applied to all individuals and even external
spaces like the phallic glacier of The Captain’s Doll. Lawrence depicted objects of desire
mainly as detrimental to one’s social  fulfilment,  spiritual  accomplishment and even
health, with the notable exception of Nature and its microcosmic constituents. Showing
the psychosocial consequences of a mechanical pattern in a growingly shallow society
where  material  gains  equated  spiritual  losses,  Lawrence  furthermore  revived  a
conception of desire, especially sexual desire, as a mystic element, an urge towards life:
“But the act, called the sexual act, is not for the depositing of seed. It is for leaping off
into the unknown, as from a cliff’s edge, like Sappho into the sea” (Thomas Hardy 112).
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NOTES
1. “. . . une relation sexuelle avec sa propre création . . ., un privilège des artistes, un vice réservé
aux élus, inaccessible aux foules.”
ABSTRACTS
Les objets qui animent les nouvelles et les romans courts que compose D.H. Lawrence pendant et
après la Première Guerre mondiale (1914-1928) sont non seulement humanisés mais, de surcroît,
investis d’une énergie magnétique qui reflète les sentiments de leurs possesseurs tout en ayant
sur eux une influence en tant que pulsions de vie ou de mort. Pour autant que la poupée de The
Captain’s Doll (1921, 1923) relève du fétichisme, de l’agalmatophilie et même du pygmalionisme,
la  poupée d’Hannele  étant  sa  propre  création,  D.H.  Lawrence explore  l’essence  physique des
objets  et  des  sujets  en  mettant  en  scène  les  classifications  des  paraphilies  établies  par  les
sexologues fin-de-siècle. Contrairement aux bibelots érotisés qui nourrissent les instincts de vie
des  personnages,  de  nombreux  objets  tels  que  le  dé  à  coudre  éveillent  des  pulsions
autodestructrices  chez  les  protagonistes  de  Lawrence  affectés  par  la mentalité  nihiliste  de
l’après-guerre.  À  travers  la  figure  syllogomaniaque  du  collectionneur  esclave  de  ses  objets,
Lawrence  étudie  les  rouages  du  désir  irrationnel,  concept  dont  l’étymologie  (de  sidere,  “des
étoiles”) explique les conflits intérieurs qui se jouent dans sa fiction brève. En désirant l’objet
inaccessible, les personnages de Lawrence sont oppressés par un « désir mimétique » qui confère
à ses  célèbres triangles  de l’amour une intensité  dramatique autant que philosophique.  Si  la
fonction décorative de l’objet est détournée au bénéfice d’un symbolisme sexuel, le corps humain
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